2016 Tournament Recap
August 14, 2016

WBT Members,
Congratulations to Last Casts Mark Wessel and Paul Hecht for putting together a 17.90 lb 1st
place bag on Minnetonka this weekend! They continue to produce consistent points as they roll
into 2nd overall place in the team standings as we go into the final tourney days of the year. Thank
you to Mike Doughty for coordinating the Lake Minnetonka Regional Park access and Wawatosa
weigh in site – it sure makes for a casual and fun conversation after a long day on these
recreational waters.
The Trailer Park Buoys have continued their torrid pace and have a 11 point lead for team of the
year going into the TOC on Woman Lake; will they continue their success or will other teams be
stepping up for our final two day event? It’s going to be exciting to see! Attached are the results.
Facebook & Pictures: Pictures and results are also posted on the Walser Bass Tour Facebook page
by Jesse Larson. Please send him any pictures from the weekend to load to the album out there as
well. As before, I will be looking to send pictures to PBR and Lewis & Wright Bass Technologies.
Tournament of Champions – Woman Lake Sept 10th – 11th
Thank you for providing Jesse Larson and I cash or checks for Evergreen Lodge and for food, I
believe we have received funds from everyone and will be reconciling in the next couple days.
THANK YOU. As a reminder, the TOC’s 2 day format has unique Team Points and Cash Payouts:
- Team Points: awarded both days depending on finish.
- Big Bass #1 and #2: awarded both days
- TOC Winners: awarded based on the cumulative Day 1 and Day 2 weights
- Side Pots: last year on Bay Lake was the smallest northern side pot that proved to be quite
entertaining, if someone wants to organize anything like that again it sure is welcomed!
- Team of the Year Payout: will occur following Day 2’s weigh-in
- Raffle Prizes: We are looking to procure some, if you have any contacts or know of anyone,
please let me know!
- A formal email for the TOC regarding the above rules, logistics, and location will be sent
out the week of the TOC.
Thank You to Our Sponsors!
Thank you to Clam Outdoors and Polar Trailers for providing the big bass award. Pabst Blue
Ribbon for the refreshments and bandanas! Please go out to their sites, like them on Facebook and
tag their products in your fishing posts.

Jim Krocak
WBT Tournament Director

